Inclusive pedagogy and me (and my school)
Exercise: Inclusive pedagogy and me (and my school, colleagues and pupils)
Goal: Discover how inclusive you (and your school) already are and get inspired to take the next step towards teaching all pupils.
Time investment: 2hrs
People involved: School team (or professional learning community in the school) and/or individual educational professionals.

Instructions
Start by reading our summary of inclusive pedagogy. Lani Florian is one of the founders of inclusive pedagogy and she describes inclusive pedagogy as “By
adopting the assumption that difference is normal, all teachers share responsibility and are considered competent to teach all learners”. We translated this
in three key phrases:
-

Yes they can: they being the pupils, learners or students
Yes I can: I being the teacher or educational professional
Yes we can: we being the whole school team, so you and your colleagues

Next you observe your school and note what you see, do or think that can be linked to one of the key phrases. You can do this individually, as a preparation
for a group discussion or do this as a group with your team. Observing your school might involve:
-

-

Walking around, wandering in and out of classes as the school day is buzzing around you
Observing the teaching of one or more colleagues for a short while
Imagine you are receiving guests in your school and you show them around, what would they see? (Or have actual guests over)
Looking at all sorts of materials:
o Lesson preparation
o What hangs on the wall in classes and corridors
o Workpieces of pupils
o Tasks and homework given
Think about all school habits, things that become visible after being in your school for a while
Ask a (group of) pupil(s) about the school, how do they feel being here? How do they like the teaching and learning?
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-

…

Now put the framework of inclusive pedagogy and your observations side by side. Use the framework as a lens to look at your reality. How do your
observations link to the inclusive pedagogy framework?
At the end of the exercise, take some time to reflect. You can do this immediately after doing the exercise, or allow some time to let the exercise sink in. We
do advise to plan this reflection no later than one week after doing the exercise. Some reflective questions might help
-

What stood out during this exercise? What surprised you?
Where do you see inclusive pedagogy already embedded in your daily practice?
What part of the inclusive pedagogy framework (or the summary) makes you feel excited to take the next step in your inclusive practice?
What would be your next step in your inclusive practice? What or who might help you take this next step?

Inclusive pedagogy

What did you see/do/think?

Yes they can
Given the right conditions and relationships, all
my students can and want to learn and develop, I
have faith in them.
I teach real individual pupils, not just imagined
pupils that I can group in top, middle and bottom
learners. I see their learning as complex and their
development as ever growing.
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How does this link to inclusive
pedagogy?

I dare to take risks in my lessons and teaching,
among other things this enables pupils to
surprise me. My teaching is not rigid or
predictable.
I see any behaviour as part of the development
of pupils, their behaviour is a reflection of the
developmental stage they are in. Showing
unwanted behaviour does not make a pupil ‘bad’
or ‘horrible’.
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Yes I can
All pupils are my responsibility and I am capable
of teaching them.
I see challenges as learning opportunities.
I will keep on learning as a professional. The act
of teaching itself is a learning opportunity. I can
reflect on it and talk about it with colleagues.
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I’m not only a teacher, I’m a learner as well and
my pupils are my teachers.
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Yes we can
My classroom door is open for others, this way
me and my colleagues can learn together.
Through dialogues we reflect on our pupils
responses to our teaching and what these
responses represent.
In our school, we actively work on a culture of
respect for difference, we do this through
ongoing collaboration.
I actively invest in connections with the people
around my pupils, like other school staff, parents
and external partners.
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